
Recommended Accessories for BHA Rifles 

Big Horn Armory rifles are some of the finest firearms made in the USA, but 

sometimes even the best products benefit from additional items that make a 

shooter's life easier. To that end, BHA makes a few accessories that we think are 

things that anyone that carries a rifle afield will like.  

Our Model 89 carries a healthy seven rounds in the magazine tube, but sometimes 

that is not quite enough. We make a leather Butt Cuff (in left and right hand 

versions) that keeps an additional five rounds at the ready.  

 

Training can make the most use of proper accessories, like the butt cuff cartridge 

holder. When the magazine is dry, just open the action completely, stuff a round 

right on top, close the action and you are back in the game. Another technique that 

we learned at a Gunsite Craft of the Lever gun class was to fire one, load one. In 

this method, you fire a round, reload from the magazine by cycling the action, and 

then take a round from the butt cuff and stuff it into the loading gate, topping off 

the magazine. 

https://www.bighornarmory.com/product-category/accessories/
https://www.bighornarmory.com/product-category/model-89/
https://www.bighornarmory.com/product/logo-butt-cuff-left-hand/
https://www.bighornarmory.com/product/logo-butt-cuff-right-hand/


We also make a fine leather Rhodesian Sling for our lever guns and AR500s. There 

are few shooting situations that cannot benefit from having a proper sling that will 

help stabilize the rifle. Our Rhodesian sling is one of the quickest methods of 

achieving this stabilization. It has a large loop mounted to the front sling swivel 

that allows the shooter to rapidly slip his support arm through so the sling is on his 

upper arm. This allows the shooter to use his upper arm to generate rearward 

pressure on the rifle, creating a firmer, more stable hold on the weapon. 

 

The loop is adjustable to allow each shooter to fit the sling to his or her build. The 

chestnut leather sling for the lever guns uses Uncle Mike-style sling swivels to 

attach to swivel studs in the Forend Tip and one mounted on the buttstock. The AR 

Rhodesian Sling is a black leather sling for the AR500 that uses pushbutton quick 

detach swivels to attach to various points on the rifle. They also act as a carry strap 

when you need to have your hands free. Our slings and butt cuffs are handcrafted 

specially for BHA by Andy’s Leathers. 

https://www.bighornarmory.com/product/rhodesian-sling/
https://www.bighornarmory.com/product/ar-rhodesian-sling/
https://www.bighornarmory.com/product/ar-rhodesian-sling/
https://www.andysleather.com/


BHA makes a base for several popular red dot sights. The 

base and RDS replace the standard Skinner aperture rear 

sight on top of the bolt. Red dot sights allow for extremely 

quick target acquisition with a wide field of view. Some 

RDS’, like the Sig Romeo1 in the photo, can be used as a 

backup sighting system when the RDS battery gives up the 

ghost. This, of course, requires regulating your load with 

practice at the range. 

The Scout Scope Mount is made for those who prefer to use a magnifying optic on 

their BHA lever gun. It is perfect for those with age compromised vision and can 

accommodate any long eye relief scout scope. When used with quick detach 

mounts, it can be removed to allow for the use of the standard sights. 

 

Our green ballistic cloth scabbard is an ideal way to protect your lever gun from 

the elements and from the bashing about that rifles get in the truck or field. 

So, whether you are looking for a way to pack extra rounds or an easier way to 

carry or protect your rifle, we’ve got you covered with one of our quality crafted 

accessories.  
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